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Abstract 
A major concern in multi-agent coordination is how to select algorithms that can lead agents to learn 
together to achieve certain goals. Much of the research on multi-agent learning relates to reinforce-
ment learning (RL) techniques. One element of RL is the interaction model, which describes how 
agents should interact with each other and with the environment. Discrete, continuous and objective-
oriented interaction models can improve convergence among agents. This paper proposes an approach 
based on the integration of multi-agent coordination models designed for reward-sharing policies. By 
taking the best features from each model, better agent coordination is achieved. Our experimental 
results show that this approach improves convergence among agents even in large state-spaces and 
yields better results than classical RL approaches. 
 
Keywords: Adaptive Agents, Shared Rewards, Interaction, Learning, Coordination. 
1 Introduction 
The collective behavior of social groups (e.g., agents) has inspired the development of computa-
tional models for generating solutions to optimization problems. This behavior is the result of patterns 
of interaction between agents in a population and, rather than being merely a property of a single con-
trol system, is a consequence of the behavior of the individuals in the population. In such a system, 
each individual’s structure is relatively simple, but complex social structures emerge from their collec-
tive behavior (Ribeiro and Enembreck, 2013). 
In a multi-agent system (MAS), agents need to interact and coordinate in order to carry out tasks. 
Coordination between agents can help to avoid problems with redundant solutions, inconsistency of 
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execution, resource waste and deadlock (Stone and Veloso, 2000), enabling learning-based coordina-
tion models to solve complex problems involving social and individual behaviors (Zhang and Lesser, 
2013). 
In addition to being able to learn, an agent in an MAS must be able to cooperate with other agents 
in the system in order to attempt to solve problems that require locally unknown knowledge or that 
could compromise the agent’s performance. In this way, sharing agent expertise (usually in terms of 
action policies) becomes essential to converge to a global behavior that satisfies a certain specification 
or simply solves a particular problem. 
An alternative to sharing an agent’s expertise among multiple agents is to use specific computa-
tional paradigms that maximize performance based on reinforcement parameters (rewards or punish-
ments) applied to agents as they interact with the environment. Learning based on paradigms of this 
kind is called reinforcement learning (RL) (Kaelbling et al., 1996), (Sutton and Barto, 1998).  
RL algorithms, such as Q-learning (Watkins and Dayan, 1992), can be used to discover the optimal 
action policy for a single agent when it repeatedly explores its state-space. A major concern that arises 
from this action-policy-discovering approach is that it tends to suffer from large state-spaces because 
of state-space explosion problems. In such cases, RL involving multiple agents has proved to be a 
promising strategy as it modularizes the whole problem and implements action policies locally (Ribei-
ro et al., 2008). 
The idea behind the implementation of local policies is to discover a global action plan generated 
by combining agents’ local knowledge. When this approach leads to the best global action plan, the 
policy π is said to be optimal (π*) and corresponds to the highest rewards received by the agents.  
In this paper we integrate coordination models for multiple agents using RL techniques. Our ap-
proach collects “good” features from individual approaches in the literature and integrates them into a 
single framework that can then be used to establish optimized information-sharing strategies for mul-
tiple agents. The preliminary results allow the performance of the integrated model to be compared 
with the performance of each model used in the framework. In general, the convergence rate among 
agents was substantially better than in the other cases. 
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, the state of the art is presented, 
some coordination methods for learning in multi-agent systems are described, the Q-learning algo-
rithm is reviewed and interaction models are summarized. In Sections 3 and 4, details of the proposed 
method and the environment used to evaluate it are discussed, and numerical results illustrating the 
performance of the proposed method are presented. The conclusions are given in Section 5. 
2 Learning in Multi-Agent Systems 
Multi-agent reinforcement learning, in which multiple agents are involved in the solution of a 
complex task in a common environment, has been the subject of a considerable amount of research 
over the last decade. Unlike learning in an environment with a single agent, learning in an MAS as-
sumes that the relevant knowledge is not locally available in a single agent, making it is necessary to 
coordinate the whole process (Chakraborty and Stone, 2014), (Zhang and Lesser, 2010), (Xuan and 
Lesser, 2002). One way for an agent to coordinate its actions is by interacting with other agents, 
changing and evolving their coordination model. 
Coordination by interaction involves combining the efforts of a group of agents in the search for 
solutions to global problems (DeLoach and Valenzuela, 2007). Interaction can be considered the set of 
behaviors that result when a group of agents act to satisfy their goals and consider constraints imposed 
by resource limitations and individual skills. There is a significant body of literature on learning from 
interactions (Ribeiro et al., 2013), (Xinhai and Lunhui, 2009) and collective or social learning (Ribeiro 
et al., 2013) (Ribeiro and Enembreck, 2013).  
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In learning problems involving RL, interaction depends basically on a structure that enables com-
munication among agents so they can share their accumulated rewards, immediately reinforcing the 
transition system. With this in mind, Chapelle et al. (2002) created an interaction model that calculates 
rewards based on the individual satisfaction of neighboring agents in which agents continuously emit a 
level of personal satisfaction during the learning process. Adopting a different approach, Saito and 
Kobayashi (2016) developed a learning strategy in which agents are able to remember information 
they have accumulated so they can reuse it later. This method has been tested on colored mazes, and 
reports confirm that it has a positive impact on jumpstarts and reduces the total learning cost compared 
with conventional Q-learning. 
Ribeiro and Enembreck (2013) combined theories from different fields to build social structures 
for state-space searches based on the way interactions between states occur and reinforcements are 
generated. They used social measures to guide exploration and approximation processes. Their exper-
iments showed that identifying social behavior that incorporates interaction between agents within the 
social structure helps to improve the coordination and optimization process and yields results that are 
statistically more significant. 
Integrating different methods into a single improved generic coordination model is usually chal-
lenging, especially because of the wide range of problems and the amount of knowledge about the 
problem domain required. Furthermore, in an MAS, conflicting values for cumulative rewards can be 
generated, as each agent uses only local learning values (DeLoach and Valenzuela, 2007). Collective 
learning assumes that the relevant knowledge is acquired when rewards are shared, intensifying the 
relationship between agents. 
2.1 Reinforcement Learning 
In RL an agent is given a reward or punishment by the environment in response to its actions 
(Kaelbling et al., 1996). This type of learning has been extensively investigated in the literature (Grzes 
and Hoey, 2011), (Devlin et al., 2014), (Efthymiadis and Kudenko, 2015), (Tesauro, 1995), (Walsh et 
al., 2010), (Zhang and Lesser, 2013) as part of efforts to find solutions to NP-hard problems.  
We introduce briefly the Markov decision process (MDP) used to formalize the RL problem. An 
MDP is a tuple (S, A, βas,s’, R), where S is a finite set of environmental states that can consist of a 
variable sequence of states = < x1, x2, ..., xy >. An episode is a sequence of actions a א A that leads the 
agent from an initial-state to a goal-state. βas,s’ is a function that indicates the probability that the agent 
arrives in state s when an action a is applied in state s’. Similarly, Ras,s’ is the reward received whenev-
er the transition βas,s’ occurs. 
An RL agent must learn a policy Q: S → A that maximizes its expected cumulative reward, where 
Q(s, a) is the probability of selecting action a in state s’. The optimal policy must satisfy Bellman’s 
equation for each state s א S: 
  
Q(s, a) = R(s, a) + γ ∑ β( s, a, s’) × maxQ(s’, a)                                         (1) 
 
where β is the weight of the values of future rewards and Q(s, a) is the expected cumulative reward 
given that action a is executed in state s (Sutton and Barto, 1998). To reach an optimal policy, an 
agent that uses an RL algorithm must iteratively explore the state space (S × A), updating the cumula-
tive rewards and storing these in a table Q. The Q-learning algorithm proposed by (Watkins and Da-
yan, 1992) converges to an optimal policy by applying the following update rule (Equations 2 and 3) 
after a time step t: 
 
V = γ max Qt (st+1, at+1) − Qt (st, at)                                                      (2) 
 
Qt+1 (st,at) ← Qt (st,at)+α [R (st,at) + V]                                                   (3) 
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where V is the utility value of performing an action a in state s, and α א [0, 1] is the learning rate. In 
dynamic environments it is desirable to use strategies because a satisfactory policy may no longer be 
appropriate after a change in the environment. When a strategy, such as ε-greedy, is used, the agent 
selects an action with the greatest Q value with probability 1 − ε. In previous experiments with the Q-
learning algorithm (Ribeiro et al. 2008), we found that the agent was not able to converge in dynamic 
environments during training (see Section 3) so we used an important property of the Q-learning algo-
rithm, namely, that actions can be chosen using a random exploration strategy determined by ε. The 
state transition is given by Equation 4: 
 
ߨሺݏሻ ൌ ൜ ܽݎ݃݉ܽݔܳሺݏǡ ܽሻǡ ݂݅ݍ ൐ ߝܽ௥௔௡ௗ௢௠ǡotherwise                                                (4) 
 
where q is a random value with uniform probability in [0, 1], ε (0 ≤ ε ≤ 1) is a parameter that defines 
the exploration trade-off (the greater the value of ε, the smaller the probability of a random choice) 
and arandom is a random action selected from the possible actions in state s. Here, the ε-greedy explora-
tion strategies were able to estimate better rewards and come up with new action policies. 
In this paper, Q-learning is used to generate and evaluate partial and global action policies. By ap-
plying Q-learning, a policy can be found for each agent. However, if similar agents interact in the 
same environment, each agent has its own MDP, and optimal global behavior cannot be determined by 
local analysis. Thus, in an environment involving several agents, the goal is to select the actions of 
each MDP at time t so that the total of the expected rewards for all agents is maximized. 
2.1.1 Reinforcement Learning with Multiple Shared Rewards 
In RL algorithms with shared rewards, one agent’s actions can produce a policy that has an effect 
on all individuals and eliminate their idiosyncratic behavior. Rewards are shared by agents through a 
partial action policy (Qi). Usually, such policies contain partial information (learning values) about the 
environment but communicate with a central structure to share rewards in an integrated way in order 
to maximize the sum of the partial rewards obtained during the learning process. When policies π1,…, 
πx are integrated, a new policy π+ can be generated, where π+ denotes the best rewards acquired by 
agents during the learning process. 
Ribeiro et al. (2008) showed how agents exchange information during learning. When the supervi-
sor agent receives rewards from other agents, the following process occurs: on reaching goal state g by 
a lower-cost path, agenti uses a model to share the rewards with other agents. The reward of a partial 
policy π1 can be used to upgrade the overall policy π+, further influencing how other agents update 
their knowledge and interact with the environment. 
Ribeiro et al. (2008) also described the function that shares these rewards. This sharing can be ac-
complished in three ways, all of which involve internal sharing using Q-learning. The best rewards 
from each agent are sent to π+, forming a new policy with the best rewards acquired by agenti, which 
can be socialized with other agents. A policy is considered optimal when the agent is able to find the 
goal-state with the lowest possible cost, i.e., a cost similar to that provided by the supervisor agent (A* 
algorithm).  
The interaction models for cooperative RL presented in (Ribeiro et al., 2008) are summarized be-
low (i, ii, iii). The cooperative RL algorithm, the other algorithms and the elements formalizing the RL 
models are detailed in (Ribeiro et al., 2008). 
i) Discrete Model: Agents share learning in a predefined cycle of interactions c. Cooperation in this 
model occurs as follows: the agent accumulates rewards it obtained as a result of its actions during the 
learning cycle. At the end of the cycle, the agent sends the values of πi to π+. An agent shares its re-
ward if and only if it improves the efficiency of the other agents in the same state. 
ii) Continuous Model: Agents cooperate at every transaction Tas,s’. Cooperation in the continuous 
model occurs as follows: if s ≠ g, then every action performed by the agent generates a reward value, 
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which is the sum of the accumulated reinforcements for all players in action a in state s. The goal is to 
accumulate the greatest rewards in πi so that these can be shared at each interaction. 
iii) Objective-driven Model: Unlike in the discrete model, cooperation in the objective-driven 
model occurs when the agent reaches the goal state, i.e., s = g. In this case, the agent interacts and 
accumulates reward values. This is necessary because in this model the agent shares his rewards only 
when the goal state is reached. When the agent reaches the goal state, the reward value is sent to π+. If 
the reward value for the state improves the overall efficiency, then the agents share the reward. This 
shows that even when unsatisfactory rewards are shared (because of a lack of interaction), the agent is 
able to adapt his behavior without adversely affecting global convergence. 
3 Integrated Interaction Model 
In RL based on shared rewards, it is common to discover intermediate action policies that do not 
help to achieve a certain goal. In fact, knowledge exchange among agents may lead to intermediate 
action plans that do not immediately help agents converge. As each agent constantly updates its own 
learning, all agents must be aware of all updates taking place and of each agent’s rewards.  
Using the previously presented approaches for agent coordination based on shared rewards, there is 
no guarantee that the action plans will converge. While policies with initially mistaken states and 
values are improved by rewards shared by other intermediate policies, improving the π+ function, the 
opposite is also possible, i.e., initially interesting policies with high rewards may become less attrac-
tive during execution of a given policy. 
 
  
A. 400 states; 5 agents B. 400 states; 10 agents 
  
Figure 1. Coordination models (Ribeiro et al., 2008). 
In order to overcome this inconvenience (local maximum), we integrated interaction models for 
multi-agent coordination, combining features of the discrete, continuous and objective-driven models 
previously presented. By analyzing the results obtained using these models, we found that the behav-
ior of π+ changes as a function of the number of interactions of the algorithms, the number of episodes 
involved in the problem and the cardinality of the set of agents used. This can be seen in Figure 1, 
which shows the results of coordination models in a 400-state environment with 5 and 10 agents.  
The proposed model captures the best features from each individual interaction model at every in-
teraction in the coordination process. New action policies are discovered without delaying the learning 
process, reducing the probability of conflicts between actions from different policies.   
Technically, the model can be summarized as follows: at every interaction in the Q-learning pro-
cess, the agent’s performance is obtained from each interaction model. This is used to build a learning 
table, here referred to as IM-π+ (Integrated Model). When the model update condition is reached, the 
agent starts its learning process using the best performance calculated from the learning tables in the 
interaction models. The learning is then transferred to IM-π+, which will therefore always contain the 
best rewards from the discrete, continuous and objective-driven models.  
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Algorithm 1 shows how the discrete, continuous and objective-driven interaction models are inte-
grated. For every learning iteration, the agent’s performance is compared with the interaction models 
used. When a given model returns a superior performance, this learning is transferred to IM-π+, which 
represents the current action policy of the integrated model.  
In the next section, a simulation environment for assessing the efficiency of the proposed model is 
presented. 
 
Algorithm 1: Model-integration algorithm 
(s,a): model state/action; 
QM_D: discrete model learning table; 
QM_C: continuous model learning table; 
QM O: objective model learning table; 
1 for each instance of (s,a) do 
2 IM-π+ Å max(QM_D, QM_C, QM_O) 
3 end for  
4 return IM-π+ 
4 Experimental Results 
To evaluate the proposed approach we used a simulation environment composed of a state-space 
representing a traffic structure through which agents (drivers) try to find a route in an empirical sce-
nario with a grid-world structure. The structure has an initial state sinit, an objective state g and a set of 
actions A = {↑ (forward), → (right), ↓ (back), ← (left)}. A state s is a pair (X,Y), which defines the 
position on the X and Y axes, respectively. A status function st: S → ST maps traffic situations (re-
wards) to states, such that ST = {–0.2 (free route); –0.3 (low congestion); –0.4 (high congestion or 
unknown); –0.5 (very high congestion); –1.0 (blocked); 1.0 (g)}. 
Agents simulate routes that are available for drivers, and the global goal is to produce an action 
policy (a combination that maps states and actions) that can determine the best route connecting sinit to 
g. The global action policy is defined by determining step by step which action a A should be per-
formed at each state s  S. After an agent’s move (transition/interaction) from a state s to a state s’, it 
knows whether or not the action was positive, as it recognizes the set of rewards shared by the other 
models. The reward for a given transition Tas,s’ is denoted by st(s’).  
The results described in this section allow the performance of the proposed model and those of the 
discrete, continuous and objective-driven interaction models to be compared. The parameters used in 
the integrated model are the same as those used for the individual models: y = 0.95, α = 0.3 and ε = 
0.9. 
To evaluate the performance of the model, we used different arbitrarily generated scenarios (Figure 
2) in an attempt to reproduce situations that resembled real-world situations as closely as possible. The 
agents are randomly positioned in the state-space. When an agent reaches the goal state, it is randomly 
positioned in another state s until the stopping criterion (a maximum number of interactions) is satis-
fied. 
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Figure 2. Simulated scenarios1 (100, 256, 400 states). The agents have a visual field depth of 1 in the grid world. 
Learning with the algorithm was repeated twenty times for each scenario since it was found that 
doing experiments in one environment alone using the same inputs could lead to a variation in the 
results computed by the algorithm as agent actions are probabilistic and the values generated during 
learning are stochastic variables. The action policy determined by an agent can therefore vary from 
one experiment to another. The efficiency reported in this section is the mean of all the experiments in 
each scenario. Twenty replications were sufficient to evaluate the algorithm’s efficiency as the quality 
of the policies did not change significantly (see Table 1). 
 
State-space 
Number of agents 
3 5 10 
100 ± 2.3% ± 3.1% ± 4.4% 
256 ± 3.2% ± 3.7% ± 4.7% 
400 ± 4.1% ± 4.3% ± 5.3% 
Table 1. Variation in the results computed by the algorithm (standard deviation). 
 
Although the problem simulated here could be deemed somewhat simplistic, it should be remem-
bered that a total of s states can generate a large solution space, in which the number of possible poli-
cies is |A||s|. The results shown below provide a comparison of the proposed model and the other 
methods using 3, 5 and 10 agents in an environment composed of 100, 256 and 400 states. The effi-
ciency of the models (the Y axis in the graphs) is based on the number of correct hits by an agent dur-
ing each interaction. A correct hit occurs when the agent finds the goal-state with its costs optimized 
using the evaluation methodology for RL algorithms introduced in (Ribeiro et al., 2006). 
 
                                                          
1 Download simulator: http://paginapessoal.utfpr.edu.br/marceloteixeira/downloads-1/list-of-available-downloads/QLearning.zip. 
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Figure 3. 100 states and 10 agents. 
 
Figure 4. 256 states and 10 agents. 
 
Figure 5. 400 states and 10 agents. 
 
Figures 3 to 5 show that the integrated model was more efficient than the other models individual-
ly. In general, it was superior in any interaction phase and substantially reduced the number of interac-
tions needed to find an appropriate action policy. Thus, with the proposed model, the agent’s learning 
is smoother and converges more rapidly to a satisfactory action policy. 
For experiments in environments with 100 states (see Table ), the number of interactions was re-
duced on average by 22.8% when 3 agents were used; by 26.7% with 5 agents; and by 35.1% with 10 
agents. For environments with 256 states, the corresponding figures were 21.1%, 21.9% and 32.7%, 
while for environments with 400 states, they were 17.4%, 22.9% and 29.1%. Table 2 shows the im-
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provement in efficiency achieved with the integrated model using the most efficient of the three indi-
vidual models (the continuous model) as reference. 
 
State-space 
Number of agents 
3 5 10 
100 18.5% 27.1% 36.9% 
256 19.4% 24.9% 32.6% 
400 15.2% 25.3% 34.2% 
Table 2. Overall comparative analysis. 
 
State-space 
Reduction in number of interactions according to the number of agents 
Reference* 3 vs Reference 5 vs Reference 10 vs Reference 
100 1000 22.8% 26.7% 35.1% 
256 1500 21.1% 21.9% 32.7% 
400 5000 17.4% 22.9% 29.1% 
Table 3. Comparison of number of interactions according to the number of agents. 
 
* The reference value corresponds to the result when the continuous interaction model is used. 
 
The overall improvement achieved with the integrated model when the different numbers of agents 
and state-spaces tested were taken into account was of the order of 27.8%. 
5 Conclusions 
This paper proposes an integrated model that improves coordination in multi-agent systems by 
combining features from existing interaction models. The method accelerates convergence of agents’ 
action policies by the order of 27.8% and overcomes important drawbacks observed in earlier ap-
proaches (Ribeiro et al., 2008). 
The proposed approach aims to improve the way agents share information with each other. In order 
to transmit and receive information, agents share a cooperative, coordinated interaction model that 
generally leads to improved action policies. The kernel for establishing optimized information-sharing 
strategies for multiple agents is therefore the interaction model.  
The performance gains for agents that cooperate using the proposed integrated model stem from 
the fact that IM-π+ is generated from learning values discovered in a collaborative way. This interac-
tion between agents can result in more efficient policies, leading the agents to optimal solutions. An-
other benefit is the substantial reduction in the number of interactions needed to generate action plans. 
Nevertheless, it should be noted that the number of messages exchanged between agents increases 
exponentially with the number of agents and the size of the state-space. This is an important issue and 
will be investigated in future studies. 
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